
You can easily create aesthetic project presentations in Google Slides. No need to have

advanced skills. Just follow the guide we have prepared below.

How to Make an Aesthetic Google Slide

● Step 1: Open Google Slides to Start

Open Google Slides on your go-to web browser app. Type docs.google.com/presentation

on the URL bar which will lead you to the homepage. Click Blank to start creating a new

Google Slides presentation.

● Step 2: Choose Elegant Themes
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There are many design ideas for Google Slides. Speaking of design, the themes are a

major part of it. That said, make sure to choose an elegant theme for your creative

Google Slides presentation. Go to Slide on the menu bar and click Change Theme. The

Themes panel will appear on the right and it'll be there you can add themes to Google

Slides.

● Step 3: Add Nice Fonts

Font styles contribute a lot to your presentation's aesthetics. So make sure to add fonts

to Google Slides that look nice and artistic. Click the Fonts menu and browse through

the various font styles offered by Google Slides.

● Step 4: Insert High-Quality Images
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Images can make your presentation look appealing, especially in slideshow mode. For

that reason, you must insert high-quality images into Google Slides. You can upload an

image from your computer, search the web, or grab one from Google Drive.

● Step 5: Apply Slide Transitions
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Add some razzle-dazzle to your presentation by applying slide transition effects. Click a

slide on the Slides Navigation Pane on the right then click Transition on the toolbar. The

Motion panel will appear on the right and under it is the Slides Transition settings.

Choose a transition effect and set its speed using the Slow-Medium-Fast slider.

● Step 6: Add Object Animations

Another way to add some razzle-dazzle is to add object animations. If your slide has

images, shapes, word art, and other visual objects, you can apply animation effects to

them. Click on the object and select Animate on the toolbar. The Motion panel then

appears which includes the Object Animations settings. Choose an animation and set up

its speed using the slider.

Does Google Slides allow users to import themes?

Yes, Google Slides lets you import themes. Simply select the Import Themes option in

the Themes settings.



Are the themes in Google Slides free?

Yes, all of the themes in Google Slides are free to use for everyone.

Can I change background in Google Slides?

Yes, you can change the background of your Google Slides presentation. Click on a slide

in the Slide Navigation pane and select Background on the toolbar. Choose an image to

upload from your computer or to insert from the web.


